
It’s easy to ruminate on the potential of a home, but when it comes 
time for remodeling, decision fatigue and budgeting leave many 
projects best suited for a trustworthy and empathetic team of 

specialists to bring that unique vision to life.
“I often share with people that our shared humanity is most import-

ant. Everything resides within that. Establishing trust and comfort with 
our clients, from the fi rst consultation through project completion, is 
our primary intention,” says Scott Hall, president and founder of Scott 
Hall Remodeling (SHR).

“A lawyer helps clients navigate the law. We help them navigate 
the remodeling world,” adds Bryn Hanover, general manager and 
co-owner. “When clients show us some inspiration photos online, we 
can fi nd solutions on time and on budget.”

Though skilled at remodeling any interior, SHR creates some of its 
best work in kitchens.

“The function of the kitchen is critical to how you enjoy a home,” 
says Hanover. “The way it’s designed determines how you cook, 
entertain, and come together at the end of the day. You spend a lot of 
time there, so it should be a space you’re proud of.”

Whether through opening walls around the kitchen to make it better 

TOP LEFT: Clean lines defi ne a cozy kitchen. ABOVE, FROM THE TOP: A neutral pal-
ette and spacious island create the perfect area for gatherings. Plenty of cabinetry 
provides ample space for storage while highlighting meticulous craftsmanship. A 
statement-making central island grounds an open kitchen, proving functional pieces 
can also be beautiful.
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Columbus design-build specialist Scott Hall Remodeling serves 
clients as the single source needed for a home remodel

suited for entertainment or condensing space to allow more room for 
storage, SHR fi nds personalized solutions through questionnaires and 
transparent conversations that leave clients with excitement rather 
than stress.

“Remodeling is secondary to who we are,” says Hall. “We’re selling 
more than countertops and cabinetry—we’re providing clients with an 
improved way of life.”
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